We’re all MAD Here! Making a Difference in 2015!

Wayne County High School is thrilled to be your President and we are excited for the year ahead! “We’re all MAD here! Making A Difference in 2015!” is the theme for this year’s convention. Based on Lewis Carroll’s “Alice in Wonderland”, as well as Tim Burton’s reinterpretation of the story, delegates will be empowered to “Think impossible. Believe impossible. DO impossible,” and together we will journey down the rabbit hole to the Wonderland of Leadership. We will share the lessons we have learned from this quirky tale as we aim to become better leaders and focus on making a difference! Convention 2015 will feature speakers with messages designed to make an impact, along with examples of what it means to think, believe, and do impossible. Leaders with many different backgrounds will present workshops in order for delegates to have a meaningful learning experience that they can take back and use in their schools, communities, and future lives to truly make a difference as leaders themselves. Convention 2015 will not only be educational, but fun and exciting! A lot of planning is going into making convention a non-stop wonderland! We would like to invite all member schools of GASC, and can’t wait to see everyone at Rock Eagle in Eatonton, Georgia on February 22, but there are also other opportunities to grow as leaders throughout throughout the year.

The first event that we hope to see everyone attend is their district rally, which will be held in September by the district representatives from your area of Georgia. You can check out the map on the GASC website to find out where your county falls.
Next is the Leadership Summit, scheduled for November 10, 2014. On this date, middle school and high school GASC delegates will convene in Atlanta at the Georgia House of Representatives. Delegates will interact with some of Georgia’s top leaders and network with student leaders from across the state. The Vice President School has already been working hard and has done a wonderful job in preparing for Leadership Summit 2014 and we hope to see you there!

Don’t wait until convention to start making a difference. Go ahead and jump down the rabbit hole with the statewide service project. This year, we want student leaders to make a difference by “Caring for Your Corner.” Author Stephen King says, “You may not be able to solve the problems of the whole world by yourself, but changing your corner of the world is surely a place to start.” The 2015 GASC State Service Project takes its inspiration from the idea of caring for your corner of the world—your town, county, or state—your community, small or big. The goal of this project is for the charitable efforts of the GASC member schools to be felt in every corner of Georgia. Changing the world may seem an impossible task; but this year, GASC challenges all of its member schools to think impossible, believe impossible, and do impossible. Working together, we will change the world for the better—one corner at a time.

As your council works throughout the year to make a difference, we wish you the best of luck! We invite you to Convention 2015, and all the other great events planned for the GASC! And remember, We’re all MAD Here!

Sincerely,
Sam and Brandon, Presidents
Gracen and Graham, Convention Chairs

The Mad Hatter: Have I gone mad?
[Alice checks Hatter's temperature]
Alice: I'm afraid so. You're entirely bonkers. But I'll tell you a secret. All the best people are.